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HARQ Feedback in Spectrum Sharing Networks
Behrooz Makki, Alexandre Graell i Amat, Senior Member, IEEE, and Thomas Eriksson

Abstract—This letter studies the throughput and the outage
probability of spectrum sharing networks utilizing hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ) feedback. We focus on the repetition
time diversity and the incremental redundancy HARQ protocols
where the results are obtained for both continuous and bursting
communication models. The channel data transmission efficiency
is investigated in the presence of both secondary user peak
transmission power and primary user received interference power
constraints. Finally, we evaluate the effect of secondary-primary
channel state information imperfection on the performance of
the secondary channel. Simulation results show that, while the
throughput is not necessarily increased by HARQ, substantial
outage probability reduction is achieved in all conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To tackle today’s spectrum shortage problem, several solutions
have been proposed among which spectrum sharing is one of the
most promising ones [1]–[6]. In a spectrum sharing network,
unlicensed secondary users (SUs) are permitted to work within
the spectrum resources of licensed primary users (PUs) as long
as the PUs quality-of-service requirements are satisfied.
Hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) is an efficient approach for increasing the data transmission efficiency of different
communication setups. Utilizing HARQ in spectrum sharing
networks has recently attracted considerable attention, e.g., [3]–
[6]. In [3], [4], the SU works as a relay helping the PU, which
uses incremental redundancy (INR) HARQ. Also, in [5], [6] the
INR HARQ is exploited by the PU for increasing its protection
against the SU interferences.
In this paper, as opposed to [3]–[6] where the use of INR
HARQ is limited to the PU, we consider both the repetition time
diversity (RTD) and the INR HARQ protocols in the secondary
channel to study the data transmission efficiency of spectrum
sharing networks. The goal is to analyze the SU-SU channel
throughput and the SU outage probability under PU received
interference power and SU peak transmission power constraints.
Considering block fading channels, the results are obtained for
both continuous and bursting communication models in the
case where the SU transmitter is provided with imperfect SUPU channel state information (CSI). The results indicate that
implementation of HARQ does not necessarily increase the
throughput. However, substantial outage probability reduction is
achieved by HARQ in all conditions.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
Consider a block fading spectrum sharing network where a
PU shares the same narrow-band frequency with an unlicensed
SU. Let hpp , hps , hsp and hss be the fading random variables
in the PU-PU, PU-SU, SU-PU and SU-SU links, respectively.
.
.
Correspondingly, we define the channel gains gpp = |hpp |2 , gps =
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|hps |2 , gsp = |hsp |2 and gss = |hss |2 . The channel gains remain
constant for a duration of Lc channel uses, generally determined
by the channel coherence time, and then change independently
according to the fading probability density functions (pdfs)
fgpp (g), fgps (g), fgsp (g), fgss (g), respectively. The simulations are
x
focused on Rayleigh fading channels, fg (x) = µ1 e− µ , where µ
represents the fading parameter determined based on the path
loss and shadowing between the terminals. Finally, the AWGN at
the PU and the SU receivers is assumed to have independent and
identically distributed complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, N0 ).
Also, in harmony with, e.g., [1]–[6], the PU transmission signal
is supposed to have Gaussian pdf with power Pp , which leads
to AWGN interference at the SU receiver.
We assume perfect CSI about the SU-SU and PU-SU channel
gains at the SU receiver, which is an acceptable assumption
in block fading channels [4], [6]–[8]. Also, the SU transmitter
is provided with some imperfect CSI of the SU-PU channel
modeled by
p
(1)
h̃sp = βhsp + 1 − β 2 ε, ε ∼ CN (0, µsp ), 0 ≤ β ≤ 1
where h̃sp is the SU-PU channel estimate provided at the
SU transmitter, β is a known correlation factor modeling the
estimation quality, µsp is the SU-PU fading parameter and ε is
a complex Gaussian variable independent of hsp . This is a well
accepted model for partial CSI [2], [9], [10].
A maximum of M retransmission rounds are considered, i.e.,
the data is (re)transmitted by the SU a maximum of M + 1
times until it is successfully decoded by the SU receiver or
the maximum number of rounds is reached. Both the RTD and
the INR protocols are implemented for the HARQ. Finally, the
feedback bits are assumed to be delivered at the SU transmitter
error- and delay-free.
III. S YSTEM THROUGHPUT
We call the transmission of a codeword along with all its possible retransmission rounds a packet. The long-term throughput
(in nats-per-channel-use (npcu)) is defined as [7]
. D̄
η=
(2)
l̄

where D̄ and l̄ denote the expected value of the successfullydecoded information nats1 and the total number of channel uses
within a fading block, respectively.
Both continuous and bursting communication schemes [8] are
considered. Under the continuous communication model, it is
assumed that there is an infinite amount of information available
at the SU transmitter and it is always active. Thus, multiple
packets, each packet containing multiple HARQ rounds, are
transmitted within one fading block of length Lc . If the channel
is good, many packets are sent within a fading block, while
only few can be transmitted within the same period for bad
1 All

results are presented in natural logarithm basis.
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channels. In this case, the long-term throughput is calculated as
follows. Let R(gss , gps ) be the SU instantaneous data rate of the
HARQ approach for given gain realizations gss and gps . Then,
the total number of information nats decoded in each state is
obtained by D(gss , gps ) = Lc R(gss , gps ). Consequently, the longterm throughput is given by
E{Lc R(gss , gps )}
= E{R(gss, gps )} = R̄,
(3)
η=
Lc
i.e., the channel average rate.
Under the bursting communication model, on the other hand, it
is assumed that there is a long idle period between the transmission of two packets. Therefore, while the HARQ retransmission
rounds of each packet experience the same gains realizations, the
channels change independently from one packet to another. In
this case, the denominator of (2) is not constant and, as discussed
in the sequel, should be calculated separately. More specifically,
as opposed to the continuous communication model, where all
the Lc channel uses of a fading block are utilized, in the bursting
communication model only one packet is sent within each block
that, depending on the channels conditions, can be decoded by
the SU receiver in different (re)transmission rounds.
Let Am be the event that the data is successfully decoded at the
m-th, m = 1, . . . , M + 1, (re)transmission round of the HARQ
protocol and not before. In this way, the system throughput under
the continuous communication assumption is obtained by
M
+1
X
η=
Rm Pr{Am }
(4)
m=1

where Rm represents the equivalent data rate after m
(re)transmission rounds. Also, the data is lost and an outage happens if the data can not be decoded after M + 1 (re)transmission
rounds. Therefore, the outage probability is found as
M
+1
X
Pr {outage} = 1 −
Pr{Am }.
(5)
m=1

To find the system throughput under the bursting communication model, assume that D information nats are transmitted in
each packet transmission. Provided that the data is decoded at
any (re)transmission round, all the D nats are received by the SU
receiver. Therefore, the expected number of received information
nats in each packet is
D̄ = D (1 − Pr{outage}) .
(6)

If the data (re)transmission successfully stops at the m-th
(re)transmission
round the total number of channel uses is
Pm
sent in the nn=1 ln , where ln is the length of the codeword
P +1
th (re)transmission round. Also, there will be M
n=1 ln channel
uses if an outage happens, as all possible (re)transmission rounds
are used. Hence, the expected number of channel uses within a
packet is found as !
!
M
+1 X
m
M
+1
X
X
¯
l=
ln Pr{Am } +
ln Pr{outage} (7)
m=1

n=1

n=1

and the throughput in the bursting communication model is
D(1 − Pr{outage})
η = PM +1 Pm
.
PM +1
m=1 ( n=1 ln ) Pr{Am } + (
n=1 ln ) Pr{outage}
(8)

In the following, (4)-(8) are studied in more detail for both the
RTD and the INR HARQ protocols.

A. RTD protocol
Using RTD, D information nats are encoded in each codeword
of length L, L  Lc , i.e., the initial transmission rate is
R= D
L . The same codeword is retransmitted in the successive
retransmission rounds. Hence, the equivalent transmission rate at
D
R
the end of the m-th (re)transmission round is Rm = mL
= m
.
Also, the receiver performs maximum ratio combining of the
received signals. Thus, the SU received signal-to-interferenceand-noise ratio (SINR) in the m-th (re)transmission round is
Ps gss
.
(9)
γm = mΩ, Ω =
Pp gps + N0
where Ps denotes the SU transmission power. Therefore, the
probability term Pr{Am } is obtained by2

Pr {Am } = Pr {log(1 + (m − 1)Ω) ≤ R < log(1 + mΩ)}
R
R
−1
= FΩ ( em−1
) − FΩ ( e m−1 )
(10)

and the outage probability is found as

eR − 1
).
M +1
Here, FΩ is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the
auxiliary variable Ω obtained based on the PU and the SU
quality-of-service requirements (see Subsection III.C). ConsidR
and (10) the throughput in the continuous
ering Rm = m
communication model (4) is obtained easily. On the other hand,
as we have R = D
L and lm = L ∀m, the throughput under the
bursting communication assumption (8) is rephrased as
R(1 − Pr{outage})
.
(11)
η = PM +1
m=1 m Pr{Am } + (M + 1) Pr{outage}
B. INR protocol
In the INR scheme, new variable-length codewords are sent
in the successive (re)transmission rounds of a packet. Then,
in each (re)transmission round the message is decoded by the
SU receiver using all previously received signals of the packet.
Hence, denoting the equivalent transmission rate at the end of the
m-th (re)transmission round by Rm = PmD ln , the probability
n=1
term Pr{Am }, the throughput in the continuous communication
model, and the outage probability are
Pr {Am } = Pr {Rm ≤ log(1 + Ω) < Rm−1 }
(12)
= FΩ (eRm−1 − 1) − FΩ (eRm − 1),
M
+1
X


η=
Rm FΩ eRm−1 − 1 − FΩ eRm − 1 ,
(13)
Pr{outage} = Pr {log(1 + (M + 1)Ω) < R} = FΩ (

m=1

Pr{outage} = Pr{log(1 + Ω) < RM +1 } = FΩ (eRM +1 − 1),

respectively, and the throughput in the bursting communication
model is
1 − Pr{outage}
η = PM +1 1
.
(14)
1
m=1 Rm Pr{Am } + RM +1 Pr{outage}
Here, (12) is based on the fact that the data is decoded at the
end of the m-th (re)transmission round if 1) it has not been
decoded before, i.e., log(1 + Ω) < Rm−1 < . . . < R1 , and 2)
the equivalent transmission rate at the end of the m-th time slot
is supported by the channel gains realizations, that is, Rm ≤
log(1 + Ω).
2 In (10), we have used the fact that with an equivalent SINR x the maximum
1
log(1 + x) if a codeword is repeated m times.
decodable transmission rate is m
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C. Transmission power constraints
We consider two simultaneous transmission power constraints;
1) the SU peak transmission power should be less than a threshold Pmax , i.e., Ps ≤ Pmax , and 2) the PU received interference
power should not exceed a given value Ip . Therefore, the SU
I
transmission power is selected as Ps = min(Pmax , g̃spp ) where
g̃sp = |h̃sp |2 is the SU-PU channel estimate available at the SU
transmitter. In this way, as illustrated in Appendix A, the cdf of
the auxiliary variable Ω, defined in (9), is found as
FΩ (x) = 1 −
µ I

− µsp µssps Pp p x e

(1−e

N
( Pp µ0ps

−

Ip
µsp Pmax

)e

−

N0
x
µss Pmax

ps
1+ µsspPmax
x
P µ

µ I
+ µsp µssps Pp p x )


Γ 0, ( Pp1µps +

x
µss Pmax )(N0

+

µss Ip
µsp x )



(15)

where Γ(x, y) is the incomplete Gamma function.
As g̃sp 6= gsp , the PU received interference power φp = Ps gsp
may exceed the threshold Ip . However, using the PU received
interference cdf
q
q
− x
(u+r)x
Fφp (x|Ip ) = 1 − e µsp Pmax + rt Q( (u−r)x
2Pmax ,
2Pmax )
√
q
q
x
−ux
2β xIp
−
2Ip
1
t
2x
2Pmax I (
+e µsp Pmax Q(β Pmax
,
)
−
(1
+
)e
0 Pmax w )
w
Pmax w
2
r
w = µsp (1 − β 2 ), u = µ2sp (1 +
q
4I
16β 2 I
t = u − wxp , r = u2 − xw2 p

β 2 µsp
w

+

The results emphasize a number of points listed as follows:
INR outperforms the RTD scheme in terms of both the
throughput (Fig. 1a) and the outage probability (Fig. 1b).
• Depending on the fading pdfs, HARQ does not necessarily
increase the system throughput. For Rayleigh fading channels in particular, the HARQ-based throughput with the continuous (bursting) communication model is higher (lower)
than the throughput when no HARQ is considered (Fig. 1a).
The intuition behind the better system performance in the
continuous model is that the good channel conditions are
more efficiently exploited in this model. Particularly, using
Jensen’s inequality, convexity of f (x) = x1 , (7), (13) and
(14) for, e.g., the INR protocol, we have
D(1−Pr{outage})2
P
ηcontinuous ≥ PM +1
( m l ) Pr{A }

•

m=1

>

Ip µsp
xw )

(see Appendix A) one can find a new threshold Iˆp ≤ Ip such
that the PU received interference threshold is satisfied with some
probability π, i.e., Pr{φp < Ip } ≥ π. The new threshold is found
as the solution of Fφp (Ip |Iˆp ) = π. Also, since Q(x, 0) = 1 and
I0 (0) = 1, the interference cdf Fφp
(x|Ip ) is
 rephrased as
1
t
Fφp (x|Ip ) =
1+
(16)
2
r

as Pmax → ∞, i.e., under relaxed SU peak power constraint. Finally, the PU SINR constraint is not considered here, although it
can be mapped to the interference constraint in some cases. Also,
the PU SINR constraint is normally studied under (im)perfect
PU-PU CSI assumption, which is not considered in our model.
IV. S IMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For both protocols, the initial transmission rate is set to R1 =
0.5. Also, we consider equal-length coding for the INR which, as
D
Rm = Pn=m
, leads to Rm = Rm1 , i.e., the same rates as in the
n=1 ln
RTD scheme. Setting Pmax = 2 and Pp = 0.5, Figs. 1a and 1b
show the throughput and the outage probability of the considered
protocols in the bursting and continuous communication models
under perfect SU-PU CSI assumption (β = 1). Here, the system
performance with no HARQ feedback, i.e., M = 0, is considered
in the figures as a comparison yardstick. Note that the outage
probability is the same in these communication models. Also,
with proper scaling, the results can be mapped to the case with
imperfect SU-PU CSI.
Assuming imperfect SU-PU CSI (β = 0.8), Figs. 2a and 2b
study the system throughput as a function of the PU received
interference probability constraint π and the PU transmission
power Pp , respectively. Here, the results are obtained for a maximum of M = 1 retransmission round and under different SU
peak transmission power constraints. Finally, in all simulations
the fading parameters are set to µss = µps = µsp = 1.

•

•

•

•

D(1−Pr{outage})2
l̄

n=1 n

m

= (1 − Pr{outage})ηbursting

which emphasizes the validity of the argument as the
outage probability vanishes, for instance when the number
of (re)transmission rounds increases. (The same inequality
can be written for the RTD protocol.) Finally, although not
seen in the figures, the same conclusion is valid when,
using the closed form expressions of the cdfs, e.g., (15), the
transmission rates are optimized, in terms of throughput, via
(4), (11), (13) and (14).
In all conditions, substantial outage probability reduction is
achieved with limited number of retransmission rounds (Fig.
1b). Thus, the implementation of HARQ is more meaningful
when the goal is to reduce the channel outage probability.
With imperfect SU-PU CSI, the PU tolerance, modeled by
the probability constraint π, plays a great role in the SU-SU
channel throughput; with relaxed PU received interference
constraints (small π’s) the system throughput increases.
However, the more secure the interference constraint should
be satisfied, the less throughput is achieved at the secondary
channel, converging to zero (Fig. 2a).
The throughput difference between the bursting and continuous models diminishes under hard PU received interference power constraints, i.e., when Ip decreases (Fig. 2a).
The throughput is more affected by the SU peak transmission power constraint as the PU transmission power increases, i.e., when the SU received SINR decreases (Fig.2b).
V. C ONCLUSION

This letter studies the effect of HARQ on the performance
of spectrum sharing networks. The results are obtained under
bursting and continuous communication models when the SU
is provided with imperfect SU-PU CSI. Under SU peak transmission power and PU received interference power constraints,
the SU-SU channel throughput and the SU outage probability
are determined for the INR and the RTD HARQ protocols.
The results show that, although implementing HARQ protocols
does not necessarily increase the system throughput in Rayleigh
fading channels, considerable outage probability reduction is
achieved in various conditions. Moreover, with imperfect interference information available at the SU transmitter, the PU
tolerance significantly affects the SU performance. For different
PU interference and SU peak transmission power constraints,
the INR protocol outperforms the RTD scheme in terms of
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Continuous
Throughput

0.3

R∞
FΩ (x) = 0 fgps (z)FZ (x(Pp z + N0 )dz and
R ∞the definition of
the incomplete Gamma function Γ(x, y) = y ux−1 e−u du, the
cdf FΩ (x) is found as stated in (15).
Further, the interference cdf Fφp (x|Ip ) can be written as
Fφp (x|Ip ) = Pr{Ps gsp ≤ x}
I g
x
& g̃sp ≤ px sp }
= 1 − Pr{gsp ≥ Pmax
(18)
R ∞ R Ixp u
= 1 − x 0 fgsp ,g̃sp (u, v)dudv.
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p
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Here, fgsp ,g̃sp is the joint pdf of the variables gsp and g̃sp which,
using (1) and simple variable transformations,
is found as
y+z
√
− (1−β
2 )µsp
2β yz
e
I0 (
)
(19)
fgsp ,g̃sp (y, z) =
(1 − β 2 )µ2sp
(1 − β 2 )µsp

M=1

10

p

Figure 1. (a) Throughput and (b) outage probability vs PU received interference
power constraint Ip , perfect SU-PU CSI (β = 1), Pmax = 2, Pp = 0.5.

where I0 is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first
kind [2], [9]–[12]. Therefore, (18) is rephrased
as
R∞
− (1−βy2 )µ
1
sp
Fφp (x|Ip ) = 1 − (1−β 2 )µ2
e
dy
x
sp
Pmax
√
R Ixp y − (1−βz2 )µ
2β yz
sp I (
× 0 e
0 (1−β 2 )µsp )dz
(b)

Throughput

0.4
0.3

(a)

0.2

I =0.5
p

0.1
0
0

I =0.2
p

Throughput

Continuous model,
π=0.8, β=0.8, Ip=0.5

INR

0.08

RTD

P

=10

P

=4

max

(b)
No feedback

0.07
0.06
1

1.5

2
2.5
3
Primary user transmission power, Pp

3.5

Figure 2. Throughput vs (a) PU received interference probability constraint π
and (b) PU transmission power Pp , imperfect SU-PU CSI (β = 0.8), a maximum
of M = 1 retransmission round. Figures 2a and 2b are obtained for relaxed SU
peak power constraint and continuous communication model, respectively.

both the throughput and the outage probability. Also, higher
rates are obtained in the continuous communication model when
compared with the bursting communication model.
A PPENDIX A
C ALCULATING THE CDFS FΩ (x) AND FφP (x|IP )
.
Define the auxiliary random variable Z = Ps gss . Since Ps =
I
min(Pmax , g̃spp ), the cdf
o
n of Z is found as
FZ (z) = 1 − Pr gss >

z
Pmax

& gss >

zg̃sp
Ip

I

p
z
= 1 − Pr{g̃sp ≤Pmax
} Pr{gss > Pmax
}
R∞
zy
− Ip fg̃sp (y) 1 − Fgss ( Ip ) dy
Pmax

(a)

Ip

= 1 − e− µss Pmax (1 − e− µsp Pmax ) −
z

e

−(

Ip
z
+
)
µsp Pmax
µss Pmax
µsp
1+ µss Ip z

Ip µsp
xw )

√
Again, (b) is obtained by variable transform θ =
z
and the definition of the Marcum Q-function Q(a, b) =
R ∞ y2 +a2
2
I (ay)dy. Finally, (c) follows from variable transb ye
√ 0
form ξ = y and [11, eq. (55)].
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− x
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